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No comprise on demands that may lead 

to disintegration: Nepal-Maoist Chief 
 

[July 31, 2010] 

 

“For the sake of government formation we will not heed to any demands that may lead to 

the disintegration of our country”, said Pushpa Kamal Dahal while talking to journalists, July 

30, 2010. 

 

Mr. Dahal made these remarks upon meeting the chief of Nepal Majdoor Kisan Party 

(Peasants‟ Workers Party) Mr. Narayan Man Bijukche alias „Rohit‟. 

 

“With due respect to demands being raised by Madhesis, Janajatis, Dalits, Muslims, and 

other marginalized groups, I would like to clarify that no demands shall be met with that 

challenges sovereignty and territorial integrity of our country”, Dahal continued. 

Stitching after the cloth torn. 

 

“So far we have made no commitments to the demands being raised by Unified Madhesi 

Front”, he said and added, “We will send them our formal response by Saturday.” 

 

Dahal accompanied by vice chairman Narayan Kaji Shrestha had visited the personal 

residence of Mr. Bijukche urging the veteran communist leader to support his candidacy in 

the third round of prime ministerial election set for Monday August 2, 2010. 

 

Sources close to the Maoists‟ quarters have it that during the meeting with Mr. Bijukche, 

Dahal said that since his party was the largest party in the Constituent Assembly it must be 

allowed to lead the country. 

 

Similarly, Mr. Bijukche told journalists that he felt it necessary that if parties fail third of 

consecutive Nepal PM election event, the President should be empowered to form the 

government. 

 

He also said that the President should ask one of the parties to form the government and 

demonstrate their majority in the parliament within three months period. 

 

Why Narayan man Bijikchhe of late has been pinning high hopes upon the Nepal President is 

somewhat mysterious? 
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